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I propose to formalize quantum theories as topologial quantum eld theories in a generalized
sense, assoiating state spaes with boundaries of arbitrary (and possibly nite) regions of spae-
time. I further propose to obtain suh general boundary quantum theories through a generalized
path integral quantization. I show how both, non-relativisti quantum mehanis and quantum eld
theory an be given a general boundary formulation. Surprisingly, even in the non-relativisti ase,
features normally assoiated with quantum eld theory emerge from onsisteny onditions. This
inludes states with arbitrary partile number and pair reation. I also note how three dimensional
quantum gravity is an example for a realization of both proposals and suggest to apply them to four
dimensional quantum gravity.
One obstale in the quest for a quantum theory of grav-
ity appears to be the fat that the foundations of quan-
tum mehanis (QM) are inherently non-ovariant. On
the other hand, quantum eld theory (QFT) an be for-
mulated in a ovariant way. The prie for this is a global-
ity (manifest in the path integral expression for n-point
funtions) that xes spae-time to be Minkowskian. Well
known diulties result from this already for the exten-
sion of QFT to urved spae-times.
I propose an approah to formulating quantum theo-
ries that is at the same time loal and inherently om-
patible with speial or general ovariane. The main
idea is rstly, to assoiate state spaes with boundaries
of general regions of spae-time. Seondly, amplitudes
are determined by a omplex funtion for eah region
and assoiated state spae. Cruially, (and ontrary to
standard QM) onneted boundaries of ompat regions
are the main fous of attention. In this sense the for-
mulation is holographi, i.e. the information about the
interior of a region is enoded through the states on the
boundary. These strutures are required to be oherent
in the sense of topologial quantum eld theory (TQFT)
[1℄. This does not mean that the underlying struture is
neessarily topologial. For QM and QFT the relevant
bakground struture is the metri. Only for quantum
gravity would the theory be topologial (more preisely
dierentiable) in the usual sense. Note that this does not
imply a lak of loal degrees of freedom (see [2℄).
Sine the assoiation of states with possibly time-like
hypersurfaes is a quite radial step for QM it is ruial
to understand their physial meaning. This is partiu-
larly true for partile states in QFT. Thus it makes sense
even with the goal of quantum gravity in mind rst to re-
formulate non-relativisti quantum mehanis (NRQM)
and QFT in the general boundary sense. This is the
main fous of this letter.
To ahieve this goal I make a seond proposal in the
form of a quantization sheme. It turns out that the
path integral approah [3℄ is partiularly suitable and
my sheme is a rather straightforward generalization of
it. It is designed so as to produe general boundary
theories of the type desribed above. It is holographi
not only in the sense mentioned above but also in the
sense that the underlying lassial onguration spae
on the boundary should be hosen suh that it uniquely
enodes a solution of the equations of motions in the
interior.
I show that both NRQM of partiles in a potential as
well as salar perturbative QFT are obtainable as holo-
graphi quantizations of the relevant lassial theories.
This then allows the generalization to the general bound-
ary formulation. Surprisingly, in the ase of NRQM fea-
tures of quantum eld theory emerge, suh as the nees-
sity for states of any partile number and the suggestion
of pair reation. Finally, I remark on the fat that quan-
tum gravity in three dimensions is a TQFT, i.e. has a
general boundary desription. What is more, it an be
obtained preisely as a holographi quantization and thus
ts perfetly into the sheme.
Another main motivation for this work omes from an
analysis of the measurement problem in quantum gravity.
As I have argued in [2℄, this suggests preisely a general
boundary formulation for quantum gravity. Interpreta-
tional impliations of the general boundary formulation
are also investigated there.
GENERAL BOUNDARY FORMULATION
Let me explain what the general boundary formula-
tion, i.e. a (suitably adapted notion of) TQFT is. Let
M be a region of spae-time (i.e. a four-dimensional
manifold) and S its boundary hypersurfae. (For the
moment I do not speify what bakground struture
this entails.) (T1) Assoiated with eah suh bound-
ary S is a vetor spae HS of states. (T2) If S deom-
2poses into disonneted omponents
1 S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sn
then the state spae deomposes into a tensor produt
HS = HS1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HSn . (T3) For a given boundary S,
hanging its orientation, i.e. the side on whih it bounds
a region M , orresponds to replaing HS with the dual
spae H∗S . (T4) Assoiated with M is a omplex fun-
tion ρM : HS → C whih assoiates an amplitude to a
state. One may also dualize boundaries. This means
that one may onvert ρM : HS1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HSn → C to a
funtion ρM : HS1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HSk → H
∗
Sk+1
⊗ · · · ⊗ H∗Sn ,
replaing spaes with dual spaes. Mathematially both
versions of ρM are equivalent, giving one determines the
other (hene the same notation). A ruial property is
the omposition rule. (T5) LetM1 andM2 be two regions
of spae-time that share a ommon boundary S. Let M1
also have a boundary S1 and M2 a boundary S2. Con-
sider ρM1 : HS1 → HS and ρM2 : HS → HS2 . (The state
spaes are hosen with respet to suitable orientations of
the boundaries.) Then gluing gives M = M1 ∪M2 with
boundaries S1 and S2. The omposition rule demands
the equality ρM = ρM2 ◦ ρM1 .
For quantum gravity the bakground struture oming
with spae-time regions and their boundaries is just a
dierentiable struture. One obtains essentially a proper
TQFT. For QM and QFT the bakground struture is
a xed metri (usually that inherited from Minkowski
spae).
HOLOGRAPHIC QUANTIZATION
Consider a lassial eld theory with a given set of
elds φ(x) and an ation S[φ] so that the equations of
motion an be derived from a minimization of S. (For
simpliity I use the notation of a single salar eld.) Now
let KS be the spae of eld ongurations on a hypersur-
fae S bounding a region M . The guiding priniple is
here, that the amount of boundary data enoded in KS
should be suh that it essentially uniquely determines a
lassial solution inside M in a generi situation (e.g. M
a 4-ball). (Q1) The spae of states HS assoiated with S
is the spae of omplex valued funtions C(KS) on KS.
This means adopting a state funtional piture. (Q2)
The amplitude ρM for a state ψ ∈ Hs is given by the
expression
ρM (ψ) =
∫
KS
Dφ0 ψ(φ0)
∫
φ|S=φ0
Dφ e
i
~
S[φ].
The rst integral is over eld ongurations φ0 on S. The
seond integral is over all (not neessary lassial) eld
1
One might also want to admit the deomposition of onneted
boundaries, but this will not be disussed here.
ongurations φ insideM that math the boundary data
φ0 on S.
Note that (Q1) gives a presription for (T1) and en-
sures (T2) sine for S = S1 ∪ S2 a disjoint union,
KS = KS1 ×KS2 and hene C(KS) = C(KS1)⊗C(KS2).
(T4) is determined by (Q2). The dualization of bound-
aries orresponds simply to leaving the evaluation with a
state on those boundaries open. Let M have boundaries
S1 and S2 and onsider states ψ1 ∈ HS1 and ψ2 ∈ HS2 .
Then ρM (ψ1) is an element of H
∗
S2
, i.e. a linear map
HS2 → C by mapping ψ2 to∫
KS1×KS2
Dφ1Dφ2 ψ1(φ1)ψ2(φ2)
∫
φ|S1=φ1
φ|S2=φ2
Dφ e
i
~
S[φ].
This also explains (T3). The omposition property (T5)
is also rather obvious: Consider an integral over all eld
ongurations in two regions with elds xed on a om-
mon boundary and integrate also over the boundary val-
ues. Then this is the same as doing the unrestrited inte-
gral over eld ongurations in the union of the regions.
This heuristi quantization proedure based on the
path integral thus leads to general boundary type quan-
tum theories. The TQFT-like axioms (T1) - (T5) are
automatially satised. I will refer to it as holographi
quantization for the reasons given above. The quan-
tization presription is meant to be neither preise nor
omplete. In partiular, one would usually divide out
symmetries either from the onguration spae KS or
from the funtions C(KS) on it to arrive at the physi-
al state spae HS . In quantum mehanis an example
is the symmetrization or antisymmetrization for idential
partiles (see below). In quantum gravity an important
step would be to divide out dieomorphism symmetry
(see also below).
QUANTUM MECHANICS
Let me show how the standard formalism of quan-
tum mehanis ts into the general boundary sheme.
Spae-time is now Eulidean or Minkowski spae. I de-
note a point in spae-time by oordinates (x→, t). The
bakground struture is the metri whih is inherited by
regions and their boundaries. The regions R we admit
are time intervals [t1, t2] extended over all of spae. The
boundaries S are thus pairs of time-slies S = S1∪S2 with
S1 at t1 and S2 at t2. Aording to (T2)HS = HS1⊗HS2
and beause of (T3) HS2 = H
∗
S1
. Indeed, let HS1 = H
be the Hilbert spae of quantum mehanis and de-
ne ρR : H → H to be the time-evolution operator
e−i/~H(t2−t1). Then a state in HS orresponds to a pair
of states ψ ∈ H at time t1 and η ∈ H
∗
at time t2 (or a lin-
ear ombination of suh pairs). The transition amplitude
between ψ and η is given by ρR via
〈η|e−
i
~
H(t2−t1)|ψ〉 = ρR(ψ ⊗ η). (1)
3The omposition property (T5) enodes the omposition
of time evolutions. The inverse operation orresponds to
the insertion of a omplete set of states
∑
ψ |ψ〉〈ψ| at a
given time.
So far we have only reformulated quantum mehanis.
To show that a generalization to a general boundary
formulation is possible it is neessary to onsider a spe-
i theory. The idea is to show that this theory arises
as a holographi quantization. Then, the generalization
should be straightforward, being determined by (Q1) and
(Q2).
Let me speialize to the NRQM of salar partiles.
Start with just one free partile. The ation is S[x→] =∫
dt 12mx˙
→2(t) for a path x→(t) and a lassial solution
of the equations of motions is a straight line in spae-
time. It intersets eah time-slie exatly one. Thus
for a region R determined by a time interval [t1, t2]
as above, denote the intersetions with the boundaries
S1, S2 by x
→
1, x
→
2. The onguration spae on the bound-
ary KS assoiated with S = S1 ∪ S2 whih determines
a lassial solution uniquely is thus the spae of pairs
(x→1, x
→
2), i.e. R
3 × R3. Aording to (Q1) we should set
HS = C(KS) = C(R
3 × R3). For the disonneted om-
ponents we get that HS1 and HS2 an be identied with
C(R3). Indeed, this is the orret state spae for a parti-
le at time t, namely the spae of xed-time wave fun-
tions ψt(x
→). An element Ψ(x→1, x
→
2) of HS is generally
a linear ombination of produts ψt1(x
→
1)ηt2(x
→
2). (Q2)
tells us that ρ(ψ ⊗ η) is given by
∫
R3×R3
dx→1dx
→
2 ψ(x
→
1)η(x
→
2)
∫
x→(t1)=x
→
1
x→(t2)=x
→
2
Dx→e
i
~
S[x→]. (2)
Here the seond integral is over all paths x
→(t) in the
interval [t1, t2] with the given boundary values. This is
indeed the orret expression for the transition amplitude
(1) in the path integral formulation of NRQM. Note that
we an easily generalize (2) to inlude a potential in the
ation.
The extension to several partiles is rather obvious.
For example, for two partiles, KS would be the spae
of quadruples (x→1, y
→
1, x
→
2, y
→
2), while KS1 would be given
by pairs (x→1, y
→
1) et. HS1 would be given by C(KS1) =
C(R3×R3), i.e. xed-time wave funtions ψ(x
→
, y
→
) of two
partiles. (2) is generalized in the obvious way with the
path integral now over one path for eah partile. This
gives the orret results for distinguishable partiles. For
idential (and bosoni) partiles we have to take for HS1
the subspae of symmetri funtions in (x→, y→). A dif-
ferent way to look at this is to replae the spae KS1
of ordered pairs by the spae of unordered pairs. Of
ourse this is not something oming out of the quantiza-
tion presription skethed above, but ompatible with it.
Note also that the path integral in (2) does not have to
be expliitly symmetrized as it is always evaluated with
symmetrized funtions.
t1
t2
t
x1
x2
space
B
A
S
S1
S2
FIG. 1: A ontribution to the path integral over R = A ∪ B
between boundaries S1 and S2. The inner region B is rossed
twie, orresponding to a two-partile state on its boundary
S.
The next step is to see how using the rules (Q1) and
(Q2) the NRQM of partiles extends to a general bound-
ary formulation. Consider a 4-ball shaped region B in
spae-time with boundary S. As with the spatial slies,
a lassial partile trajetory intersets S exatly twie.
Thus, the onguration spae is essentially KS = S × S.
However, the entry time of the partile into B is nees-
sarily earlier than the exit time. Thus KS is really the
subspae of S×S where one point (say the rst one) has
a smaller time oordinate. By (Q1) then HS is the spae
of funtions ψ(z
in
, z
out
) on S × S with this restrition.
Here z denotes a parameterization of the hypersurfae S.
By (Q2) then we have a funtion ρB that assoiates am-
plitudes with suh a generalized wave funtion ψ. The
physial interpretation is that of the amplitude of a par-
tile being sent into the region B at z
in
(whih inludes
a time oordinate t
in
) and being observed emerging from
B at time and plae z
out
.
So far everything seems straightforward. However,
onsider the following situation. Choose a time inter-
val [t1, t2] ontaining B and the region of spae-time R
dened by it. Call its boundaries S1, S2. Cut out B from
R and all the remainder A. Then, as R = A ∪ B the
omposition rule (T5) requires that ρR equals the ompo-
sition of ρA and ρB. Say we onsider a one-partile state
on S1 ∪ S2. Then ρR ontains an integral over paths
from S1 at t1 to S2 at t2, see Figure 1. Suh a path may
ross the inner region B an arbitrary number of times.
However, we have taken above as the state spae HS as-
soiated with the boundary S between A and B the one
for one partile. This only aounts for the paths in the
integral that ross B exatly one. The omposition rule
seems to be violated. What went wrong?
Looking bak at the denition of the one-partile state
spae HS for S we see that already there is a problem.
Namely, the path integral in the expression for ρB only
onstrains paths at their starting point and end point.
There is no a priori restrition for them to lie entirely
4a
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d
FIG. 2: Allowing to forget onnetivities introdues pair
reation and annihilation. The onnetions (a, b) and (c, d)
on the left are hanged to (a, d) and (c, b) on the right.
inside B. However, we only want to allow to integrate
inside B. Thus, how do we deal with paths that would
leave B in between? The answer is rather obvious now.
This orresponds to states with several partiles on B.
We need to let HS be a diret sum of state spaes for
any number of partiles, i.e. HS = H
0
S ⊕ H
1
S ⊕ H
2
S ⊕
· · · (the supersript indiates partile number). Now one
may restrit the path integral to paths inside B. The
ourrene of all paths in a omposition (suh as with A)
is ensured by the summation over all numbers of partiles
on S. This way we do obtain a onsistent formalism, as
guaranteed by the omposition rule.
The surprising result is that one needs states with all
possible numbers of partiles even in NRQM. Perhaps
this is not too surprising after all. The parallel to rela-
tivisti quantum mehanis is rather apparent. Namely,
we an think of a boost there as tilting a xed-time
boundary (suh as S1). The indued departure from
xed-time boundaries in the original frame has essentially
the eet I have just desribed.
Note another subtlety. In the onguration spaes for
the multi-partile states, one has to keep trak whih las-
sial endpoint is onneted to whih other one by paths
in the integral. If we remove this restrition we introdue
pair reation and annihilation of partiles. Consider Fig-
ure 2. On the left the onnetivity inside B of the in-
tersetion points on the boundary S is desribed by the
pairs (a, b) and (c, d). On the right this is exhanged
to (a, d) and (c, b). The emerging piture might be in-
terpreted as admitting an extra virtual partile that is
reated and subsequently annihilated.
Apart from the fat that we know this to happen in
QFT there is good physial reason to admit this situation
also here. Namely, being an observer on S, I see a partile
oming into B at a and c and a partile emerging at
b and d. If the partiles are idential I have no way
to say if it was the same partile that I saw twie or
two dierent partiles. In summary, it turns out that a
general boundary formulation even of NRQM reovers
essential features of relativisti quantum mehanis.
From the point of view of the holographi quantization
presription the aident of the failure of the naive (one-
partile only) quantization is also expliable. The start-
ing point of that presription is a eld theory. NRQM
may be regarded as a eld theory, but with the unusual
property that the value of the eld x
→(t) is at the same
time a oordinate in spae. This resulted then in the
problems with the boundaries of the path integrals that
had to be xed.
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
Let us move to QFT. Spae-time is Minkowski spae
and I denote oordinates by x = (x→, t). I start by on-
sidering regions R determined by time intervals [t1, t2].
The enoding of Hilbert spaes and time evolutions in
terms of the TQFT language is as desribed generially
for quantum mehanis above. The rst goal will be to
show that the holographi quantization sheme redues
to the usual Feynman path integral quantization.
Consider a theory with a massive salar eld φ(x), for
the moment free. The lassial ation is thus S[φ] =∫
dx
(
∂µφ(x)∂
µφ(x)−m2φ2(x)
)
. Considering two time-
slies S1, S2 at t1, t2, a lassial solution to the eld equa-
tions in the region R in between is essentially uniquely
determined by the values of the eld on S1 and S2. Thus,
we delare this to be the onguration spae KS assoi-
ated with the boundary S = S1∪S2 of R. It deomposes
into KS = KS1 × KS2 where eah is the spae of eld
ongurations on the respetive boundary. Aording to
(Q1) the state spae HS is the spae of funtions C(KS)
on KS . It deomposes into C(KS) = C(KS1)⊗ C(KS2).
Consider ψx→1,...x→n ∈ HS1 and ηy→1,...y→n ∈ HS2 given by
ψx→1,...x→n(φ1) = φ1(x
→
1) · · ·φ1(x
→
n) and ηy→1,...y→n(φ2) =
φ2(y
→
1) · · ·φ2(y
→
n). Then, by (Q2) the amplitude of the
orresponding state in HS is given by
∫
KS1×KS2
Dφ1Dφ2 φ1(x
→
1) · · ·φ1(x
→
n)φ2(y
→
1) · · ·φ2(y
→
n)
∫
φ|S1=φ1
φ|S2=φ2
Dφ e
i
~
S[φ]. (3)
We reognize this as essentially the transition amplitude
between the in state |φ(x→1, t1) · · ·φ(x
→
n, t1)〉 at t1 and
the out state 〈φ(y
→
1, t2) · · ·φ(y
→
n, t2)| at t2. We may
swith on even a perturbative interation in the time in-
terval [t1, t2] by modifying the ation in the path integral
aordingly.
It turns out that one reovers the omplete quantum
eld theory orretly. To see this in terms of parti-
le states one has to repeat the redution proedure of
Lehman, Symanzik and Zimmermann [4℄, adapted to the
situation where initial and nal states are at xed times
t1, t2 and not in the innite past or future. This will be
detailed elsewhere. An essential role plays the onept of
the vauum as will be explained in [5℄.
Having one established the formalism for the spe-
ial time-slie boundaries the generalization to arbitrary
boundaries is straightforward following (Q1) and (Q2).
5Here, no aident as for NRQM an happen as the elds
have nothing to do with oordinates in spae-time. States
on time-slies an be pulled-bak to any kind of bound-
ary using the omposition rule (T5), as ensured by the
form of (Q2). The resulting desription is not only loal
but also natural in terms of typial experimental setups.
Consider for example a sattering experiment in high
energy physis. A typial detetor has roughly the form
of a sphere with the sattering happening inside (e.g. a
ollision of inoming beams). The entries for partiles
and the individual detetion devies are arranged on the
surfae. At some time t1 the beam is swithed on and
at t2 it is swithed o. The spae-time region M rele-
vant for the experiment is the region inside the sphere
times the time interval [t1, t2]. The partile inow and
detetion happens on the boundary S ofM . What seems
unusual is that the parts of S that are really interesting
and arry the partile states are its timelike omponents.
On the spaelike omponents at t1 and t2 there are no
partiles (we imagine the swithing to happen smoothly).
Conerning the interation term in the Lagrangian it is
now natural to turn it on only inside M . Indeed, the
partiles deteted on the boundary S should (as usual)
be thought of as free.
For alulational reasons it will usually be still ad-
vantageous to use partile states that are asymptoti.
Indeed, the dierene should have negligible eet on
the resulting amplitudes as will be disussed elsewhere
[5℄. However, there no longer seems to be a fundamen-
tal reason to do this. This beomes rather important for
the onstrution of a non-perturbative theory of quan-
tum gravity. There, asymptoti states in terms of a
Minkowski spae are not expeted to be a useful funda-
mental onept. The advantage of a loal desription is
thus ruial.
QUANTUM GRAVITY
Both, the general boundary formulation of quantum
theories as well as the holographi quantization presrip-
tion are mainly designed for a quantum theory of grav-
ity. Then, the bakground struture for the TQFT-type
axioms is just that of dierentiable manifolds and their
boundaries. Going down to three dimensions it is well
known that pure quantum gravity is a TQFT [6℄, i.e.
satises (T1) - (T5). What is more, this TQFT is ob-
tainable by following the quantization presription given
by (Q1) and (Q2). Using onnetion variables the on-
guration spae KS assoiated with a boundary S of a
regionM is basially the spae of at spin onnetions on
S. The path integral (Q2) is rigorously dened through
a disretization of M as a spin foam model.
The role of dieomorphism invariane is the follow-
ing here: If we think of the spin onnetion as speied
by a onnetion 1-form Aµ(x) then KS is the spae of
equivalene lasses of suh 1-forms under general gauge
transformations. These general gauge transformations
are now both, the SU(2) gauge transformations and dif-
feomorphisms.
I propose to approah also four-dimensional quantum
gravity using the quantization presription (Q1) and
(Q2). Indeed, the path integral approah to quantum
gravity is well established [7, 8℄. The ruial new ingredi-
ent is the admission of arbitrary (in partiular onneted)
boundaries and their interpretation [2℄. A promising on-
text for a non-perturbative realization of this appear to
be spin foam models [9℄ in onnetion with a renormal-
ization proedure [10℄.
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